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SUMMARY

The surge of the presence of personal mobile devices in multi-environment makes a significant attention
to the mobile cloud computing. Along with this concern, security issues also appear as a barrier to prevent
the propagation of this trend. This paper focuses on an important feature in many security protocols and
application, which is the device attestation in the Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC). The existing remote
attestation mechanisms are currently used in trusted computing environment such as Binary Attestation
and Property based Attestation. In this paper, by taking advantage of the combination of technologies and
trends, such as Trusted Platform Module (TPM), Cloud Computing, and Bring Your Own Device (BYOD),
we introduce Property based Token Attestation (PTA) to secure the mobile user in the enterprise cloud
environment. In order to accomplish a secure MCC environment, security threats need to be studied and
acted accordingly, and therefore, we first represent the common threats and then explain a novel attestation
schema for addressing these threats by providing security proofs. In addition, Scyther is in use to verify the
correctness of our protocol. Copyright c© 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As the proliferating quickly of the pace of mobile devices, we are aware that each year a wide
variety of devices in different factors, improved capabilities, and more intelligence are published
to the market. According to Cisco [1], global mobile devices and connections grow to around
8.3 billion in 2016. It predicts that this trend will grow to 11.6 billion by 2020. Mobile devices
have become an essential part of human life for serving daily activities. Since cloud computing
has been recognized as the next generation of computing infrastructure, mobile computing takes full 
advantage of the availability of Cloud computing facilities to reduce its limitation such as user scalability, 
data storage, data processing ability in heterogamous resources environment, and energy saving [2].

In addition, with the existing of personal mobile devices in workplace, most organizations have
realized the business benefits like cost savings, job satisfaction and increased employee productivity
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2 THINH ET AL.

as personally owned devices can serve for either corporate purposes or personal needs. This concept
is called Bring Your Own Device. By turning businesses mobile, it is considered as a significant trend
that transcends both industry and geographical boundaries [3, 4]. However, in BYOD concept, it also
poses a number of security risks which threaten company’s sensitive business data. Furthermore,
with the constrained resource, mobile devices lack of sophisticated methods to secure themselves
against the risks associated with security and privacy. In the end, information is vital and all possible
measures need to be evaluated and implemented for security purpose.

By supporting hardware to provide security primitives independent from other system
components, the concept of trusted computing is not new and is described in many researches. A
specific example of trusted computing technology is Remote Attestation which enables a computing
system to measure properties of a remote system in such a way that the remote system will
be detected if it is compromising. The properties of platform or application can be used to
define security requirements in order to satisfy the basic term C.I.A (Confidentiality, Integrity,
Authentication) of system security.

The Trusted Platform Module (TPM), as developed by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG), has
been specifically designed to be a building block for trusted computing. It is a significant use in
industry and government, for example: Bitlocker for driver encryption in Microsoft and security
solution for laptops in the United States Department of Defense [5]. With its functionalities, the
TPM protects the computing system beyond the user’s control to against a deliberate or accidental
attack. By considering the TPM’s functionalities, we offer suggestions about a novel schema of
property-based attestation suitable for use with the token based authentication.

The main contributions of this paper are two-fold: First, we present a Property based Token
Attestation (PTA) as well as the Token of random properties that relied on the literature of
property-based attestation. Second, our proposed protocol is verified by using Scyther which is a
cryptographic protocol verification tool. The rest of the paper is organised as follows: we begin
in Section 2 by representing the background related to our work including the existing remote
attestation mechanisms. To achieve a secure MCC, the possible scenario and its threats are pointed
out in Section 3. We then figure out how to address these threats by introducing a proposed protocol
in Section 4. After analysing the security proofs in Section 5, we discuss the main concerns of
security with the proposed protocol including the Scyther in Section 6. Section 7 presents the
existing solutions with their pros and cons while explaining how different between our solution
and theirs. Finally, we draw the conclusion and refer to the next step.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Mobile Cloud Computing

In the recent years, the term of Cloud has become the technology trend and ubiquitous in the
computing ecosystem. To address the challenges in the computing world such as user scalability,
data storage, data processing ability in heterogeneous resources environment, and energy saving,
Cloud Computing delivers the latest services; namely Network as a Service (NaaS), Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS) and Storage as a
Service (STaaS) to abstract all types of computing resources as services [2]. As a result, the shared
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PROPERTY BASED TOKEN ATTESTATION IN MOBILE COMPUTING 3

(a) MCC Architecture (b) Client-Server Mode

Figure 1. Mobile Cloud Computing architecture and Client-Server Model

Cloud infrastructure services work as the utility: the users with their devices can access and pay for
what services they need from remotely hosted resources over the Internet. These services not only
upgrade automatically but also easily scale up or down.

Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is viewed as the combination of Cloud Computing and mobile
networks to bring benefits for mobile users, while augmenting the resource-constraint mobile
devices with varied Cloud-based resources in terms of data storage, computation and energy.
Although MCC’s architectures can be classified into many categories, the figure 1a [6] represents
the general architecture of MCC.

To propose a global security solution for MCC in this paper, the traditional Client- Server model
of MCC is used to adapt for a proposed solution. Theoretically, Mobile Cloud computing aims to
prolong the capabilities of storage/computation-limited devices and to provide seamless access to
data/application on a remote resource rich server from anywhere. In Figure 1b, a remote Cloud
server acts as a service provider to mobile devices. The network connectivity from the device to the
Cloud server needs to be optimized to ensure the quality of service and seamless handover. Based
on this model, our work is to answer the question on how to build a secure and trust environment for
MCC. In common computing environment, security issues remain a challenge, such as integrity,
anonymity, confidentiality, authenticity, and non-repudiation. To address these issues, there are
many solutions to protect our system, namely anti-virus, firewalls and cryptography. However, these
solutions require a platform that they can trust to work. This platform refers to the trusted platform.
According to Balacheff et al. [7], the trusted platform is defined as a computing platform that has
a trusted component, which is used to create a foundation of trust for software processes. In our
context, the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is implemented to enable this foundation of trust to
provide a set of security features.

2.2. Trusted Platform Module

The Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is a hardware platform with encryption computing unit
and secure storage component. TPM is dedicated to PCs, servers, printers, or mobile phones to
enhance security in an ordinary and non-secure computing platform and to convert them into trust
environments. For mobile devices, Mobile Trusted Module (MTM) [8] refers to this secure hardware
chip. TPM is the core component of Trusted Computing Group (TCG) which is a consortium
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4 THINH ET AL.

of companies: Compaq, HP, IBM, Intel, Microsoft, AMD, etc. [9, 10]. By supporting protection
of cryptographic keys, random number generation, cryptographically binding data to certain
system configuration, sealing data in the configuration of the application and platform/application
authentication [11], TPM implements mechanisms and protocols to ensure that a platform has
loaded its software properly. By protecting the system at hardware level, TPM is also known as
the primitive security that allows affordable authentication, encryption, and network access to be
executed on a variety of computing platforms. It stores secret keys to encrypt data files/messages,
to sign data, etc.

In addition, TPM is equipped with a set of special registers like the PCR (Platform Configuration
Register) to store integrity metrics. These metrics are used to measure the integrity of any code
from BIOS to applications. Therefore, PCR0 → PCRn (n= 23 with TPM 2.0) provide evidence of
a certain state of the system. For example, each time when the system event occurs, TPM computes
the hash of a metric value and extends to the PCR associated with the occurred event. The operation
to extend new value to the PCR is

PCRnew value= Digest of (PCR old value|| data to extend) [10]

In remote attestation as discussed later, it is important to know that the user communicates with
a genuine TPM. The computing platform uses its TPM’s Attestation Identity Key (AIK) to show its
identity and provide its valid evidence with other parties. The private part of AIK is also used to
sign message/data.

Remote Attestation. Remote Attestation (RA) is a mechanism for either authenticating to a
remote entity or validating the integrity of the application/ platform. Currently, the point of view
in remote attestation is full of change and variety. Depending on different research aspects, RA
can be categorized into two mechanisms and three techniques to serve for the same goal of the
remote attestation which is to ensure the trustworthy of the current platform/applications. The
former is Binary Attestation and Property Based Attestation [12]. The latter is Hardware-based,
Software-based, and Hybrid technique [13]. The remote attestation is also one of the most important
functionalities supported by the TPM. It is used for software or hardware to prove its identity /trusted
state/configuration with the third party. Generally speaking (See Fig. 3), when platform A (Attester)
requests access to the protected resources on the platform V (Verifier), before granting a right to
access, V requires a device attestation to confirm the trusted state of A. Platform A then provides
some measurement data which represent the state of the device as an evidence of its integrity. To
approve the resource request, the platform V verifies received evidence to determine whether the
platform is in an expected state.

The TCG attestation mechanism is sometime called Binary Attestation. It enables the Attester
to provide its evidence for the Verifier. V then evaluates the knowledge of the received AIK called
Certificate of AIK, which can be provided by a trusted third party (Privacy Certification Authority),
to verify the signature on the A’s PCR value. After recalculating/comparing the received value of
PCR, the platform V determines the platform A’ status and the reporting content’s authenticity.
Besides the advantages of Binary Attestation (BA), it remains some drawback as described in
[11, 12, 14]: 1) Privacy violation: it discloses the complete information about the hardware and
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Figure 2. Remote Attestation

software configuration of all platforms; 2) Flexibility limit: data is sealed to a certain platform
configuration. As a consequence, this data is inaccessible after a change of system configuration
such as update, patch, and back up; 3) Scalability: it does not necessarily imply that the platform
complies with desired properties.

In the other hand, another approach of attestation is founded on the Binary Attestation, called
Property-based Attestation (PBA). This approach not only relies on the TPM functionalities to verify
the evidence of platform but also requires a trusted third party to issue a Certificate of Property.
Instead of attesting binary values, platform/ application’s properties, functions, or behaviors are
attested to prevent binary information leaking. The principle of PBA is that various platforms may
have the same properties which fulfilling the same requirement regardless a variety of platforms
and components. In comparison with BA, Aarthi et al. [12] stated the following advantages of
PBA: 1) Properties do not reveal implementation details of a system and can therefore hide system
vulnerabilities; 2) Properties may not identify components and may provide a certain level of
privacy. 3) Properties of components may not change as often as hash values particularly during
updates; 4) Properties are easier to understand and can be useful to write meaningful access control
policies rather than using an excess of binary values. However, each mechanism has its own pros
and cons. By taking the advantage of availability of either BA or PBA facilities, our work not only
lowers the shortcomings of existing mechanisms but also proposes a new schema of attestation
based on the token which contains particular authenticated information for obtaining a specific data.

3. SCENARIO AND THREATS

3.1. Scenario

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD); this term has become a significant trend not only now but also in
the future as it combines the benefits of the enterprises and the employees. Besides its advantages,
BYOD still remains a dark side probably putting a company’s business system at risk. In the BYOD
context, we consider our proposed solution to address the existing challenges: 1) The employee with
her own device which can be compromised to access restricted business data; 2) The user tries to
access data which is not available for his level; 3) The employee quits her job but keeps accessing
business data.

By overcoming these issues, our work interests a real-world use case. Considering in business
context, the employee can use her own phone for personal purposes such as Facebook, Twitter
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6 THINH ET AL.

etc.; she can also install a company application for carrying out her work responsibilities. For daily
working, depending on her working role and level, she wants to access or receive sensitive business
data such as business contract, strategy; these data can be stored locally or globally. In this case,
her phone needs to be proved its secure evidence before being granted a right to access or receive
specific information.

3.2. Threats

Although BYOD is quickly becoming the new standard in workplace technology, there are a number
of security risks associated with it. Without fully understanding and controlling, the term BOYD can
be turned into Bring Your Own Danger/Disaster. In fact, threats on BYOD are quite similar to that
of the mobile cloud computing. The difference only is that the user increases the risks by more
exposing her devices because of multi-working environments and the enterprise is out of control in
the device’s using circumstances, such as selling, buying, or maintaining. For this moment, there
are only three involved parties in our protocol. We assume that the cloud side, including the Trusted
Third Party and the enterprise server, is secure. Within this scope of article, vulnerabilities in Cloud
are neglected. Before discussing the goal of our proposed solution to address the following listed
threats in Section 6, we begin by shortlisting the common threats relevant to the enterprise mobile
user.

1. Vulnerability. The mobile device is considered as the resource-constraint device with
the limitation of data storage, computation, and energy. So it is not often installed with
sophisticated anti-virus application. For private using, the mobile also contains many privacy
issues and insufficient data encryption processing. This makes the mobile or tablet prone to
attack.

2. Leakage of data. There is a risk that software can deliberately/accidently leak data; or a bad
user can use a compromised application to obtain legitimate access. In BYOD context, the
mobile user is responsible for devices/ software patch updates. It is to increase the risk of data
leakage due to buggy/ malicious software or untrustworthy employees.

3. Miscellaneous data. The enterprise as well as personal data are often stored in the same local
device storage. In some cases, a malware injected without any user awareness could find a
way to harm the enterprise data.

4. Careless using. There are many attractive mobile applications for daily using. However, these
apps are not always free or suitable for mobile platforms. As a result, the user tends to modify
her mobile platform by rooting/ jailbreaking it. Root/Jailbreak is not really bad but it is not
suitable in the BOYD context where the platform cannot be exposed. In addition, lost and
stolen are the other risk factors to breach the security of mobile devices.

4. PROPOSED SOLUTION

In previous sections, we present the current techniques and the use case for motivating the creation
of software token based TPM. In this section, we present our proposed solution, namely Property
based Token Attestation (PTA), which takes the advantage of the existing solutions to adapt the
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PROPERTY BASED TOKEN ATTESTATION IN MOBILE COMPUTING 7

security of mobile device in the Mobile Cloud Computing. Generally, in our solution (See Fig.
3), the Employee needs a valid Token provided by the trusted Third Party to access company’s
resources. To obtain this Token, she has to show her secure evidence of hardware/software platform
to the Third Party, which provides cloud-based security. After evaluating user’s evidence, the Third
Party then issues the corresponding Token based on received valid evidence. The Token, in this case,
works as The Letter of Introduction. With this Token, the Employee can access her specific data for
a limited time. The Enterprise’s role is to evaluate the received Token to enable the employee to
access its resource by outsourcing its security service to the Third Party. Particularly, the enterprise
can delegate its security to a Cloud acting as a Security as a Service platform but it can be a private
or a hybrid Cloud as well.

4.1. Definition of property and trust token

The property in PBA mechanism is used to describe the behaviour of a platform or program without
revealing its configuration. However, the definition of property to be attested is a broader scope.
Thus, everything related to platform or application can be considered as property [12]. In this issue,
we attest abstract properties of program’s classes to define the security requirements. For instance,
the application has three classes: Class A has properties where (α1, . . . , αN ) ∈ α. Similarly, Class
B and C have β and γ respectively. The active TTP has a knowledge of this property collection,
namely a property list (PL) = (α, β, γ). Meanwhile, Ω ∈ (α ∪ β ∪ γ) is a subset of property; SP
= {Low, Med, Hi} is a set of security levels which is defined by the enterprise security policy.
Depending on the value of SP, Ω will be generated by the application service. As a result, the random
property list Pi is established at run time as Pi = PL\Ω. The integrity of Pi is ensured and verified
by a reserved PCR and the active TTP respectively. In addition, we use a recomputed Nonce of
involved parties using Diffie-Hellman exponentiation function as security property as well. After
receiving and verifying the evidences from the client, the TTP signs a trust credential to certify
the trustworthy of the specific application. This trust credential is referred to a trust Token for the
authentication of the client. The Token consists of the proof, such as Pi, Timestamp, and recomputed
Nonce etc. to prove the client’s trustworthiness to the enterprise.

Figure 3. Property based Token Attestation
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8 THINH ET AL.

4.2. Assumptions

In this work, we present the Property Token which contains random properties. The quantity of the
property is used to set the policy for accessing or for security level. We assume each application
has its own property list (PL). The third party who provides Software/Security as a Service to the
Enterprise manages this list. In the client side, the mobile device can generate a list of random
properties (Pi) which is compared to the third party’s property list (PL) later. We also assume that
the TPM is equipped for all involved parties, especially for the mobile client. This TPM generates
a key pair to perform asymmetric cryptography. Before describing the protocol, the following pre-
conditions need to be satisfied.

The Enterprise (V)

• V is the enterprise who outsources its security service for the Trusted Third Party (TTP)
• V and TTP set a security policy for the employee M based on the Token issued by TTP.
• V grants permission for its employees to access resources if the employees satisfy its

requirements.

The Trusted Third Party (TTP)

• TTP is the organization which provides Cloud based security (XaaS) i.e. Software/Security as
a Service
• TTP is responsible for checking valid M, either hardware or software.
• TTP has knowledge of its provided services and clients such as Application ID, Property List,

and Certificate of Attestation Identity Key of M (See Fig. 3).
• The Public-Key Cryptosystem is used for securing data transmission between TPP and V only

to prevent the compromised M.

The Mobile client (M)

• M is an employee who asks to access V’s data or carries out some tasks in extension model,
for example offloading or migration.
• Depending on M’s role in the enterprise, she can access a specific data only.
• M installs an application securely and logs in with the user ID and password successfully.

The Token (Tk)

• Tk can be considered as a trusted proof for the employee M to access a secure resource.
• Tk is issued to M by TTP if M’s hardware/software platform evidences pass the attestation

process.
• As discussed earlier, Tk consists of the level of security based on the random property list

(Pi). It is assumed, for a specific application, that the software provider (TTP) has a full list
of application properties (PL) which can be defined in class levels. The application also has
a special service for picking and generating a random property list for the mobile client. For
example, as demonstrated in the figure 4, the PL consists of twenty six properties (a-z) of
application while a quantity of matched properties (Pi) refers to a level of security as higher
number higher level. Let call p a property; M1 and M2 are clients with their legal Pi. Then their
integrity is verified successfully. While M3 with its compromised Pi, M3 will be discarded.
We have the following attestation conditions.
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PROPERTY BASED TOKEN ATTESTATION IN MOBILE COMPUTING 9

Pi ⊂ PL | Pi 6= 0

With p ∈ Pi& p ∈ PL
If (∀p ∈ (Pi ∪ PL))Then Pass

If (∀p ∈ Pi& ∃p /∈ PL)Then Fail

Figure 4. Property evidence

4.3. System Architecture

In this architecture, there are three involved parties in working out a solution. The TPM is equipped
to both mobile device and remote server. The Figure 5, which is a high level architecture, shows
the communication among them. These parties include the Client who begins the process with her
mobile phone by asking indirectly for a property token (PT) from the Trusted Property Party (TPP);
the Enterprise (V), which is considered as a resource provider or a verifier. Note that the Certificate
of AIK can be obtained easily by either Privacy- Certification Authentication (P-CA) or Direct
Anonymous Attestation (DAA) [15, 16, 17]. Hence, in this context, we assume that TPM has its
own Certificate of AIK.

Figure 5. Property based Token Attestation model
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10 THINH ET AL.

4.4. Property based Token Attestation Protocol

We start the section by explaining the structure of PTA protocol in high level. After recalling the
necessary notations, we present the detail of message sequence charts of PTA protocol in 4.4.2.

4.4.1. General Overview of the PTA protocol. Before discussing the structure of the proposed
protocol, we recall the following notations that have been used in this article.

- TTP: is the software provider with a key pair (SKTTP , PKTTP ). TTP has a Property List
(PL).

- M: is the mobile identified by MID that has an App installed from TTP with a key
pair(SKAIK , PKAIK). This key pair is the result of remote attestation protocol used to attest
the trust of M.

- the Enterprise (V) that has data to be accessed by App of M with a key pair (SKV , PKV ).
- V has a list of mobile identities authorized to access to V’s data. Hence, MIDmust be

registered within V.
- Application can be any software or specific software of V available from TTP. App is installed

with its own properties which represent App’s behaviors.
- Hash (Message) computes the hash of Message.
- (Hash(Message),Message)PKX demonstrates the hash is followed with the same data in

clear text. The whole encrypted by the public key of X to guarantee the confidentiality of the
message.

- XID denotes the identity of party X.
- TX refers to the timestamp which is generated by party X to avoid replay attacks
- NX is the nonce of party X.
- NX ∗NY is the shared nonce value which is computed by Diffie-Hellman exponentiation [18]

between X and Y only.
- ML is the measurement list that contains the measurement value of all the entity in the

computing platform, for example the measurement of random desired properties in this
context. In other words, ML contains the fingerprint list of the entities. ML is used for the
integrity measurement with TPM.

- (Message)PKX is the Public-Key Cryptosystem for secure data transmission among involved
parties.

Before using the protocol, there are two initial steps. One is related to remote attestation to attest
that the mobile device is a trust environment based on TPM and that allows getting the Certificate
of AIK. The other described in the following is related to the way to obtain properties Pi for the app.
Within the scope of the paper, we do not discuss the process to obtain the Certificate of AIK that is
described in detail [17].

We assume that the user logs in with his Id and Password successfully to V’s platform. After
verifying online user information (this is the user authentication step) by V, the verified result, which
may indicate user’s access level, user role, or registered services, will return to the application. Based
on this result, the trusted service/ trusted part of application within M will generate a random Pi. The
Pi cannot either be affected by application/platform’s update or reveal app/platform’s configuration.
It satisfies the feature of property based attestation.

Copyright c© 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Concurrency Computat.: Pract. Exper. (2010)
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PROPERTY BASED TOKEN ATTESTATION IN MOBILE COMPUTING 11

To prevent a compromised Pi, TTP also has knowledge of user level by exchanging information
with V. For example, if the attacker can modify the Pi before TPM’s extend operation, TTP will
terminate a process due to the invalid quantity or quality (matched properties) of compromised Pi.
In case the user loses his Id and password, the attacker with their own devices can obtain the verified
result. However, asking for the token to access data is denied thanks to the remote attestation of
TPM.

4.4.2. Dataflow of PTA protocol. To depict the general overview of PTA protocol, the message
sequence is represented as the following chart.

Figure 6. The overview message exchange of PTA protocol

In which, M has an app that wants to access to V’s data according to BYOD concept. Because
V delegates its mobile user authentication to TTP, V requests TTP the certificate of M proving its
platform attestation. After some verification, TTP sends the certificate to V so that V can discuss
with the legitimate M. M requests the token from TTP, by proving that V and M are authentic
entities. Then, TTP sends the token either to M or to V. Hence, V can check that the token received
from M is the same with the one received from TTP, which allows V to grant access to M’s
app. In flow 1, M initiates a message with MID, nonce NM and a timestamp TM to start the
communication. The generation of these parameters is achieved thanks to the TPM of M. Only
receiver V can decrypt this message using his private key. However, due to a lack of knowledge of
CERTAIK , V cannot decrypt the hash value. V needs this certificate to extract the hash value to
compare it with the calculated one and check the identity of M. It is why in flow 2, V asks TTP
for CERTAIK by sending its own NV 1 and MID. According to our assumption, TTP (acting as
a Verifier) has obtained this certificate from PCA or DAA during binary attestation. TTP decrypts
the message using its secret key, and checks the integrity of (MID, NV 1). It then uses MID to
find M’s certificate CERTAIK that he will send in the next step. In response to V, TTP flow 3
generates the nonce NTTP1 and sends it to V along with the hash value of NV 1 ∗NTTP1 and the
public key AIK of TPM/M that he has. V then decrypts the message to get PKAIK , NTTP1. To
avoid the compromised message, V re-computes and compares a new hash value with received hash
value such as Hash(PKAIK , SavedNV 1 ∗ReceivedNTTP1) and Hash(PKAIK , NV 1 ∗NTTP1)
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12 THINH ET AL.

respectively. Now V has the public key AIK of M/TPM. Having a proof of AIK public key, V
generates a nonce NV to work with M and computes NV and received NM as NV ∗NM . Then,
V sends the message as presented in flow 4 to M. Using its secret AIK key, M obtains the received
message and then decrypts the hash value with the public key of V. To ensure the integrity of received
message, M computes a shared secret nonce NV ∗NM by using its own NM and the received NV .
The result of NV ∗NM is hashed together with VID and TV to make a comparison with the value
of Hash(MID, VID, NV ∗NM , TV ). If they match, then M is sure about the identity of V.

In the next step, the mobile user M extends a random Pi to a reserved PCR by calling
TPM Extend() command. Note that the PCR is extended with the random Pi for each attestation.
As presented in flow 5, the message in previous flow and the ML consisting of the fingerprint of Pi
is sent together with an AIK signed value of the reserved PCR generated through the TPM Quote()
command. When TTP receives the message from the mobile user, it first uses the knowledge of AIK
to verify and decrypt the first sub-message, (PCR,P i)SKAIK . TTP then compares this PCR value
against new PCR value, which is recalculated from the fingerprint of Pi within ML by applying the
PCR’s extend operation. If they do not match, it implies that the integrity of application is violated.
TTP should terminate the communication. In addition, Pi is always used to check if Pi values are
coherent compared to PL that is held by TTP as discussed earlier. Finally, the second hash value is
used to ensure that the interaction is done effectively with M.

After validating the correctness of M and V’s evidence, TTP decides to generate and send a
token either to M or V. TTP is sure that M is authentic thanks to the hash values (authentic TPM
and M) received in flow 3, and that the app has consistent properties Pi thanks to flow 5. The
token is signed by TTP to be sure that he is the issuer of the token. Only TTP has the key to
perform this operation. Thus, this trust credential is composed of: (Hash(Pi,MID, VID, NTTP ∗
NV ∗NM , TTTP ))SKTTP where NTTP is a new nonce of TTP to create a shared secret nonce
NTTP ∗NV ∗NM and the duration of the token is decided by TTTP . The token is only valid within
TTTP , otherwise it will be discarded automatically. In flow 6 and 7, the token has been delivered
to M and V. Having the essential data from previous flows, the receivers check the validity of the
received token by re-computing the shared secret nonce NTTP ∗NV ∗NM . For instance, M takes
the value of NV ∗NM obtained in flow 4 and the received NTTP to create the new shared nonce for
the comparison.

Finally, the mobile user (flow 8) can obtain the right to access to the specific data within the valid
duration TTTP . Thanks to the knowledge of this trust token, Enterprise V can manage the access of
their employees.

4.4.3. Security Properties Review. In this part, we discuss briefly the following security properties
associated with the messages exchanged for attestation purposes and show how our proposed
protocol can be adapted to them.

- Confidentiality : each message m sent from A to B is confidential. The confidentiality is
guaranteed thanks to the encryption of m with the B’s public key allowing B to be the only
entity that can decrypt m because the key used to decrypt the message is secret and held
only by B. This property is applied for each flow as shown in the protocol. For example, in
flow 1, when M sends a request to V, M encrypts with the public key of V to guarantee the
confidentiality of the request containing sensitive data.
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- Authenticity of the sender : to guarantee that sender A is the one who sends effectively
data d, A signs d with its secret key. For example, in flow 2 sent by V to TTP, the d =

(Hash(MID, NV 1)) is signed by V using its secret key SKV to ensure that only V can be
the sender.

- Data integrity:each time data d is sent by A to B; d is sent with the hash value of d. This
process guarantees data integrity because if clear data d is compromised, the computed
hash value of d will be different from the one sent in the flow. For example, in flow 2,
d = (MID, NV 1) is compared with Hash(MID, NV 1). Moreover, Hash Extend operation is
used throughout the TPM for the integrity measurement. The value extended into PCR can
reflect the entity’s state. This operation is represented in flow 5 where the sender extends Pi
into specific PCR and the receiver has to re-calculate this value by using the same hash extend
operation.

- Shared secret: the nonce is used to create a secret that is known to all involved parties. The
party outputs data to be stored for later use with the shared secret. When this data is later
input, the party verifies the shared secret to detect the validity of data. Take flow 3 for a
specific example, instead of sending a whole value of shared secret NV 1 ∗NTTP1, a partial
value NTTP1 is sent from TTP to V. The receiver V should re-calculate and verify this shared
value with its saved NV 1.

5. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Since V and TTP are assumed to be trust environments, our proof is related only to the behavior of
the mobile device M that may host malicious software and/or harmful data.

Proof 1: related to the reception of messages by M. Compromising messages flow 4 and flow
6 means that we can have access to the secret key SKAIK to decrypt the message. This can be
possible if the key SKAIK is saved within the memory of a malicious mobile device M. But since
M has been attested using its TPM (according to our assumption), this means that SKAIK is safely
saved in the EEPROM of the TPM. By assumption, TPM cannot undergo physical attacks, that is,
TPM is a secure and trust environment. In addition, all the cryptographic operations are performed
inside the TPM. In case M is not a legitimate mobile device, M cannot decrypt the messages of flow
4 and 6 because the malicious M does not have the appropriate secret key SKAIK . This key is saved
in the TPM of M and changes each time the remote attestation protocol is used.

1. Flow 4 from V to M ((Hash(MID, VID, NV ∗NM , TV ))SKV , VID, NV , TV )PKAIK

Let the message D=((Hash(MID, VID, NV ∗NM , TV ))SKV , VID, NV , TV )

2. Suppose there is a malicious mobile M′ who sniffs the message D. The secret key SKAIK of
M is stored safely EEPROM of TPM. By our assumption TPM cannot undergo any physical
attacks. So, M′ cannot get in any way the key SKAIK . It is not possible to derive SKAIK from
PKAIK . As in public key cryptography, a public key and a secret key are mathematically
related using one-way function, thereby making a unique combination of keys. Now, M′ has
an inappropriate secret key S′KAIK where SKAIK 6= S′KAIK .
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3. Now, using the secret key S′KAIK , M′ tries to decrypt the message.
d′ = [D]S′KAIK = (A′, V ′ID, N

′
V , T

′
V )

[A′ = decrypted value of Hash(MID, VID, NV ∗NM , TV ))SKV using S
′
KAIK ]

Whereas, if message D is decrypted by SKAIK , then we would get
d = [D]SKAIK = (A, VID, NV , TV )

[A = decrypted value of Hash(MID, VID, NV ∗NM , TV ))SKV using SKAIK ]

Here as, V is a trusted environment, M′ will not know VID, NV , TV , because D is encrypted
by PKAIK , not by the public key P ′KAIK of M′. So, V ′ID 6= VID, N

′
V 6= NV , T

′
V 6= TV .

To a legitimate M, [A]PKV = hv . . . .(i)

Legitimate M knows MID, NM .
So, it calculates Hash(MID, VID, NV ∗NM , TV ) = hv . . . .(ii)

From (i) and (ii), M is sure about the identity of V.
But, to a malicious M′, [A′]PKV = hv′. Malicious M′ does not know NM , but it may or may
not know valid MID.

(a) If M′ does not know MID, then it generates a M ′ID and N ′M . Now,
Hash(M ′ID, V

′
ID, N

′
V ∗N ′M , T ′V ) = hv1′ 6= hv′ 6= hv. The reasons are as follows:

- N ′M is a randomly generated number, so it is almost impossible to get N ′M = NM

- It is very difficult to know an input x from h, where Hash(x) = h

- Also finding another input z is very difficult where Hash(z) = h

(b) Due to the same reasons as above, when M′ knows MID,
Hash(MID, V

′
ID, N

′
V ∗N ′M , T ′V ) = hv2′ 6= hv′ 6= hv.

As it is not possible by any means for M′ to know hv and the inputs used in the Hash function,
M′ cannot get access in any way VID, NV , TV , NM . So, it does not matter whether M′ knows MID

or not; the message used in flow 4 will not be compromised unless it knows SKTTP .
In case of message in flow 6 from TTP to M also, M′ cannot know in any way
Pi, VID, NTTP , NV , NM , TTTP , thanks again to the Hash function. So, the message used in flow 6
will not be compromised unless it knows SKTTP . The same process follows for every secret key of
M, changed in each session the remote attestation protocol is used.

Proof 2: man in the middle. Assume that when M wants to send messages like in flow 1 and 5,
an attacker R intercepts the message on the network channel and tries to build the same message
and send it to V. In this case, the information MID, nonce, etc. will be generated by the attacker.
When V receives this request, it sends the information to the trust entity TTP. In this case, we can
have two situations:

- MID is not known because it is forged by the attacker; hence the attacker request will be
rejected.

- MID is a valid ID, the interaction is pursued between TTP/R and V/R. According to the
security level of MID of R and the properties Pi of R’s app, the data access rights are different
with those of the legitimate M.

In case the attacker R wants to decrypt the message m to modify m’s data, it cannot because since
the whole message is encrypted with a public key, only the receiver (V in flow 1 or TTP in flow 5)
of the message can decrypt the message and has access to its content.
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1. Message (intended to V from M in Flow 1)
((Hash(MID, NM , TM ))SKAIK ,MID, NM , TM )PKV

At this stage, public key of M is only available to TTP. V and others do not know PKAIK .
Attacker R present in between M and V intercepts the message to make V think that R is
the actual sender of the message and to make M think that R is the actual V. So, R now has
the message: ((Hash(MID, NM , TM ))SKAIK ,MID, NM , TM )PKV . R knows the public key
of V but does not know the secret key SKV of V. From proof 1, we know that a message
encrypted by the public key of the receiver can only be decrypted by the actual receiver using
appropriate secret key. Thus, R cannot decrypt the message and therefore it has no access to
the contents of the message. Now, R tries to build the same message as received and generates
M ′ID and N ′Mand T

′
M . Also, R does not know the secret key SKAIK of M. So, R generates a

public key and private key pair as (P ′KAIK , S
′
KAIK). Now, it tries the build the same message.

Hence, the message is now: ((Hash(M ′ID, N
′
M , T

′
M ))S′KAIK ,M

′
ID, N

′
M , T

′
M )PKV . R sends

this message to V.
2. V has no information to check whether it has come from M or not, because V does not know
MID, NM , TM . As, V has not CERTAIK , V cannot decrypt the hash value. So, V cannot
check the identity of R or M.
V:[((Hash(M ′ID, N

′
M , T

′
M ))S′KAIK ,M

′
ID, N

′
M , T

′
M )PKV ]SKV

= ((Hash(M ′ID, N
′
M , T

′
M ))S′KAIK ,M

′
ID, N

′
M , T

′
M )

So, V knows M ′ID, N
′
M , T

′
M . Now, V generates NV 1.

3. To know the identity of the sender, V requests certificate CERTAIK to TTP, by sending the
message from V to TTP: ((Hash(M ′ID, NV 1))SKV ,M

′
ID, NV 1)PKTTP .

4. TTP:[((Hash(M ′ID, NV 1))SKV ,M
′
ID, NV 1)PKTTP ]SKTTP

= ((Hash(M ′ID, NV 1))SKV ,M
′
ID, NV 1) So, TTP has now M ′ID, NV 1. TTP also checks the

integrity of (M ′ID, NV 1). To adapt to two aboved situations we have:
Case 1: M ′ID is not known to TTP.
TTP: CERTAIK [M ′ID] is not found. So, TTP rejects the request of V. So, in this case1, Man
in the Middle attack cannot occur.
Case 2: M ′ID is a valid ID and known to TTP.
TTP : CERTAIK [M ′ID] found. So, the public key against M ′ID which is P ′KAIK is obtained.
TTP to V: ((Hash(P ′KAIK , NV 1 ∗NTTP1))SKTTP , P

′
KAIK , NTTP1)PKV

5. V : [((Hash(P ′KAIK , NV 1 ∗NTTP1))SKTTP , P
′
KAIK , NTTP1)PKV ]SKV

= ((Hash(P ′KAIK , NV 1 ∗NTTP1))SKTTP , P
′
KAIK , NTTP1)

So, now V has M ′ID, N
′
M , T

′
M , NV 1, P

′
KAIK , NTTP1.

6. V to R:((Hash(M ′ID, VID, NV ∗N ′M , TV ))SKV , VID, NV , TV )P ′KAIK
7. R: [((Hash(M ′ID, VID, NV ∗N ′M , TV ))SKV , VID, NV , TV )P ′KAIK ]S′KAIK

= ((Hash(M ′ID, VID, NV ∗N ′M , TV ))SKV , VID, NV , TV ), because we assume that there
is only one correspondence between the public and the private keys, P ′KAIK has the
correspondence only with private key S′KAIK . We here ignore the fact that multiple public
keys can be associated with one private key, because it is a very rare case. So, R now knows
VID, NV , TV . But knowing only these values does not fulfil the purpose of R, because it does
not yet know original MID, NM , TM . It even does not know PKAIK of M. So, R cannot be
able to compromise the message in flow 1.
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8. Now R poses as V to the original M and therefore sends the following to M:
R to M: ((Hash(M ′ID, VID, NV ∗N ′M , TV ))SKV , VID, NV , TV )P ′KAIK
When M tries to decrypt the message using its secret key SKAIK , the combination of SKAIK
and P ′KAIK will not match, thereby producing a garbage value. But, as M does not know
VID, NV , TV , M will not be able to identify whether the message has come from R, after
decrypting the message with SKAIK .
M: [((Hash(M ′ID, VID, NV ∗N ′M , TV ))SKV , VID, NV , TV )P ′KAIK ]SKAIK

= (A′, V ′ID, N
′
V , T

′
V ), where A′ = [(Hash(M ′ID, VID, NV ∗N ′M , TV ))SKV ]SKAIK . Now,

M:[A′]PKV = h′. Again, M calculates the value of Hash function in reverse way with its
own MID, NM .
M: Hash(MID, V

′
ID, N

′
V ∗NM , TV ) = h′′ 6= h′. Now, M is sure that the message did not

come from the original V. So, M discards the message and does not establish connection with
V and TTP in this session. Thus, Man in the Middle attack also could not occur in case 2.
Therefore, message in flow 1 is not vulnerable to Man-in-the-Middle attack.

9. R: ((PCR,P i))SKAIK , P i,ML, (Hash(MID, VID, NV ∗NM , TV ))SKV ,MID, VID,

NV ∗NM , TV )PKTTP . As, R does not have the secret key SKTTP of TTP, R cannot be able
to decrypt the message. Now, R tries to build the message generating M ′ID (which may be
a valid ID), PCR′,ML′, P i′, N ′M . R may know VID (as shown previously). R has its own
secret key S′KAIK and may know the value of (Hash(M ′ID, VID, NV ∗N ′M , TV ))SKV [from
7 shown previously].
R: ((PCR′, P i′)S′KAIK , P i

′,ML′, (Hash(M ′ID, VID, NV ∗N ′M , TV ))SKV ,M
′
ID, VID,

NV ∗N ′M , TV )PKTTP .
10. R to TTP: ((PCR′, P i′)S′KAIK , P i

′,ML′, (Hash(M ′ID, VID, NV ∗N ′M , TV ))SKV ,M
′
ID,

VID, NV ∗N ′M , TV )PKTTP .
11. TTP:[((PCR′, P i′)S′KAIK , P i

′,ML′, (Hash(M ′ID, VID, NV ∗N ′M , TV ))SKV ,M
′
ID, VID,

NV ∗N ′M , TV )PKTTP ]SKTTP

= ((PCR′, P i′)S′KAIK , P i
′,ML′, (Hash(M ′ID, VID, NV ∗N ′M , TV ))SKV ,M

′
ID, VID,

NV ∗N ′M , TV ).
TTP now has Pi′,ML′,M ′ID, VID, NV ∗N ′M , TV .
TTP: [(PCR′, P i′)S′KAIK ]P ′KAIK
[ CERTAIK tells that M ′ID has public key P ′KAIK and secret key S′KAIK ]

= Hash(PCR′, P i′) = x1.

TTP: Corresponding to M ′ID, we assume that the corresponding ML that is stored in TPM is
ML1 and from ML1, the obtained PCR value is PCR1. [ If R knows a valid M ′ID, it is not
possible for it to know the corresponding ML and PCR value, that are stored securely in TPM.
Also, the property Pi’ of R will not match with one in PL corresponding to M ′ID that is held
by TTP. Let the original property of device with M ′ID is Pi1]
TTP: Hash(PCR1, P i1) = x2 6= x1.

Therefore, TTP is sure that the sender of the message is not the intended and original sender,
thereby discarding the token request of R. As a result, message in flow 5 is not vulnerable to
Man-in-the-Middle attack.
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Proof 3: replay attacks. Timestamps TX in flow messages are used to avoid replay attacks.
Consider, for example, flow 1. An attacker that intercepts this message m can try to send it again
after m is received by V. In this case, V notices that the time has passed and that m has been already
initiated at time TM . Hence, using timestamps avoid replaying the same messages.

1. At time TM , M generates a message and sends it to V:
((Hash(MID, NM , TM ))SKAIK ,MID, NM , TM )PKV . Now, an attacker R gets this
message.However, R does not have secret key SKV of V, so it cannot decrypt the message.

2. Suppose, V receives the message from M at time TM1 due to permissible delay in network. V
now decrypts the message.
V: [((Hash(MID, NM , TM ))SKAIK ,MID, NM , TM )PKV ]SKV

= ((Hash(MID, NM , TM ))SKAIK ,MID, NM , TM ). So, V now knows NM , TM .
3. Now at a different time TN , R sends the same message to V. That is, at time TN , R to V :

((Hash(MID, NM , TM ))SKAIK ,MID, NM , TM )PKV

4. At time TN+1, V receives the message and then it decrypts the message.
V: [((Hash(MID, NM , TM ))SKAIK ,MID, NM , TM )PKV ]SKV

= ((Hash(MID, NM , TM ))SKAIK ,MID,NM , TM )

At this time also, V gets the duplicate message with NM , TM . V checks that TM 6= TN+1−δ,
where δ is a permissible delay in network for propagation of a message from sender to
receiver. Also, the nonce NM is also same in both the messages, which is not possible because
nonce is a randomly generated number and two nonces cannot be the same at two different
time instants.
Then, V discards this message. So, Replay Attack is not possible in this protocol.

Proof 4: related to Pi. A compromised App′ can generate a false set of properties Pi′ sent to TTP
in flow 5. Then we have two cases:

- The compromised App′ is on the compromised M′. It returns to the Proof 2.
- The compromised App′ is on the legitimate M. By checking Pi′ against PL (Property List),

TTP terminates a token request due to the invalid quantity or quality (matched properties) of
compromised Pi′. This is used to prevent a bad user who does not have a right to access a
higher level of data.

Let us assume that a compromised application App′ has false set of properties Pi′.
Case 1: App′ is on compromised M′.
So, M′ has M ′ID (which may or may not be a valid ID). M′ may know VID (as shown previously in
Proof 2). M′ has its own secret key S′KAIK and may know the value of (Hash(M ′ID, VID,

NV ∗N ′M , TV ))SKV [from Proof 2].
R: ((PCR′, P i′)S′KAIK , P i

′,ML′, (Hash(M ′ID, VID, NV ∗N ′M , TV ))SKV ,M
′
ID, VID,

NV ∗N ′M , TV )PKTTP .
Then, R sends this message to TTP. Now, it returns to proof 2 (for flow 5). TTP discards the token
request. So, in this case a bad user cannot get access to higher level of data.
App′ is on legitimate M.
So, the property Pi′ of App′ is only the invalid entity here in the message sent from M to TTP.
That is, M to TTP:
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(PCR,P i′)SKAIK , P i
′,ML, (Hash(MID, VID, NV ∗NM , TV ))SKV ,MID, VID,

NV ∗NM , TV )PKTTP

TTP: [(PCR,P i′)SKAIK , P i′,ML, (Hash(MID, VID, NV ∗NM , TV ))SKV ,MID, VID,

NV ∗NM , TV )PKTTP ]SKTTP

= ((PCR,P i′)SKAIK , P i
′,ML, (Hash(MID, VID, NV ∗NM , TV ))SKV ,MID, VID,

NV ∗NM , TV )

TTP now has Pi′,ML,MID, VID, NV ∗NM , TV .
TTP: [(PCR,P i′)SKAIK ]PKAIK = Hash(PCR,P i′) = y1. [Hash extend operation]

[CERTAIK tells that M has public key PKAIK and secret key SKAIK]
TPM has safely stored ML corresponding to M and the property Pi corresponding to valid app in M
is also stored in TTP.
TTP: Hash(PCR,P i) = y2 6= y1, because though the PCR value was the same, Pi 6= Pi′.
Therefore, TTP discards the token request of M.

Proof 5: related to the duration of the token. To explain the validity duration of the token,
assuming that the mobile device M obtains the token from TTP and M has no battery; if the token is
stored in the TPM RAM, then after the mobile battery is fully charged up, the mobile device needs
to launch the protocol again to get a new token. In case the token is stored in the TPM EEPROM, we
check the validity duration to see if it’s not expired. If not, the token is used otherwise the protocol
is launched to get a new token.

1. After flow 6, at time TTTP , TTP send the token to M:
((Hash(Pi,MID, VID, NTTP ∗NV ∗NM , TTTP ))SKTTP , NTTP , TTTP )PKAIK .
TTP stores the token (Hash(Pi,MID, VID, NTTP ∗NV ∗NM , TTTP ))SKTTP in its TPM
EEPROM along with the timestamp TTTP . We assume that the validity of the token is σ1.

2. M: [((Hash(Pi,MID, VID, NTTP ∗NV ∗NM , TTTP ))SKTTP , NTTP , TTTP )PKAIK ]SKAIK

= ((Hash(Pi,MID, VID, NTTP ∗NV ∗NM,TTTP ))SKTTP , NTTP , TTTP )

The token that M receives is (Hash(Pi,MID, V ID,NTTP ∗NV ∗NM , TTTP ))SKTTP .
This is stored in M’s RAM. Now, M has no battery.

3. When M is fully charged, it cannot restore the token because RAM is volatile. At time TX ,
M launches the protocol again to get a new token from TTP. Launching the protocol means
repeating the steps from Flow 1 to Step 5 with different time stamps and different nonce. Now,
the public key, private key pair of M has changed to (PKAIK1, SKAIK1) and this pair is stored
in TPM EPROM.

4. We assume that, at time TY , TTP received the token request message from M:
[(PCR,P i)SKAIK1, P i,ML, (Hash(MID, VID, NV 2 ∗NM2, TV 2))SKV ,MID, VID,

NV 2 ∗NM2, TV 2)PKTTP ]SKTTP

= ((PCR,P i)SKAIK1, P i,ML, (Hash(MID, VID, NV 2 ∗NM2, TV 2))SKV ,MID, VID,

NV 2 ∗NM2, TV 2).
Where NV 2, NM2 are different Nonce and TV 2 is one timestamp different from the previous
session. TTP now has MID which is the same as the MID in the previous session.
TTP: [(PCR,P i)SKAIK1]PKAIK1 = Hash(PCR,P i) = y . . . .(iii) [Hash(PCR, Pi) is the
Hash extend operation of PCR in TPM and CERTAIK tells that MID has public key PKAIK1

and secret key SKAIK1 at another session]
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TPM has safely stored ML corresponding to M and the property Pi corresponding to valid app
in M is also stored in TTP.
TTP: Hash(PCR, Pi) = y. . . .(iv)
From (iii) and (iv), TTP can check the validity and authenticity of M.

5. Now TTP can check in its EEPROM that there was a token generated at time TTTP against
MID.

(a) If (TTP : TY − TTTP ≤ σ1), then [TTP to M]:
((Hash(Pi,MID, VID, NTTP ∗NV ∗NM , TTTP ))SKTTP , NTTP , TTTP )PKAIK1.

M: [((Hash(Pi,MID, VID, NTTP ∗NV ∗NM , TTTP ))SKTTP , NTTP , TTTP )

PKAIK1]SKAIK1

= (Hash(Pi,MID, VID, NTTP ∗NV ∗NM , TTTP ))SKTTP , NTTP , TTTP )

So, M now has the same token
(Hash(Pi,MID, VID, NTTP ∗NV ∗NM , TTTP ))SKTTP as previous.
[The assumption here is that though NV , NM are nonces from previous session and
TTTP is previous time stamp, there is no possibility of replay attack, because TTP is a
trusted environment.]

(b) If (TTP : TY − TTTP > σ1) , then [TTP to M]:
((Hash(Pi,MID, VID, NTTP2 ∗NV 2 ∗NM2, TTTP2))SKTTP , NTTP2, TTTP2)PKAIK1.
M: [((Hash(Pi,MID, VID, NTTP2 ∗NV 2 ∗NM2, TTTP2))SKTTP , NTTP2, TTTP2)

PKAIK1]SKAIK1

= (Hash(Pi,MID, VID, NTTP2 ∗NV 2 ∗NM2, TTTP2))SKTTP , NTTP2, TTTP2).
The token that M gets is Hash(Pi,MID, VID, NTTP2 ∗NV 2 ∗NM2, TTTP2))SKTTP ,
which is different from the previous one.

6. SECURITY DISCUSSION

To address the common threats in section 3, we analyze the security of our proposed protocol while
using Scyther tool for verification of security protocol. In this part, we discuss the following security
concerns.

1. Security based hardware. To lessen the well-known vulnerability with regard to the resource-
constraint, each TPM is equipped with a special set of registers (PCRs) and cryptography unit
which is a couple of public/private key pair (RSA) at manufacturing time. This can provide
security functions like secure storage, attestation of platform state and identity by performing
cryptographic algorithms of encrypting, authenticating and attesting data. The mobile users
can take advantage of benefits of TPM’s functionality, especially the remote attestation, as a
virtual anti-virus application (Threat 1). Furthermore, the design of TPM is to offer hardware
protection for cryptographic keys. It means that the private part of key pair is stored in the
Non-Volatile memory of TPM; and never leaves the TPM. As a result, the secret still remains
safe even if the system is compromised like Rooting/ Jailbreaking (Threat 4).

2. Software Token. In our work, security and privacy depend mainly on the proposed Token. This
token defines the security policy for its owner by either the quantity of random property or
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matched properties (Pi). It prevents malicious application/user to use a valid token to access
enterprise data illegally (Threats 2 and 3). To obtain a valid token, the client application has
been examined to get its own appropriate confidence level. The user is only permitted to access
enterprise data with limited privilege. In addition, depending on the policy of the enterprise,
the finite time (T) of token is set for each access session. This turns the token into One Time
Ticket to access specific data in a specific environment for preventing damage of malware
(Threat 3).

3. Attestation based Token Property.Based on the binary attestation and property based
attestation, we proposed the Property based Token Attestation to secure the enterprise cloud
mobile device in BOYD context. Differently from [6] and [8], we discuss how properties can
be evaluated as presented in Section 4. The proposed attestation mechanism makes a specific
application and platform bind a token together to prevent another malicious application with
valid token to gain secure data (Threat 2).

4. Scyther. Scyther has been developed by CAS Cremer [18]. It is a tool for the formal analysis
of security protocols under the perfect cryptography assumption. Scyther uses the Dolev-Yao
adversarial model [9]. In order to establish the security analysis with Scyther, protocols must
be specified in its input language, namely Security Protocol Description Language (SDPL).
It is easy for a fresh user to get used to working on Scyther due to the syntax of SDPL
being familiar with the existing object oriented languages such as C++/Java. To prevent the
attacker to control the network and all the communication, it is assumed that all cryptographic
functions are perfect: the attacker learns nothing from an encrypted message unless he knows
the decryption key. The tool can be not only used to find problems that arise from the way
the protocol is [19] but also automatically find attacks on cryptographic protocols. Once
verification is completed, the verification results are represented in OK or Fail status which
demonstrates the protocol whether it is correct or false. In our experimental test, the output of
the verification is OK. On behalf of the involved parties three roles M, V and TTP were defined
within a scope of P{M, V, TTP} . We could split the whole protocol into three sub-protocols:
P1{M, V}, P2{V, TTP} and P3{M, TTP} to simplify the codes and take less verification time.
However, to prove a robust protocol, we decide to verify our work in one protocol, though the
verification time is quite long.

7. RELATED WORK

The proliferation of mobile devices has changed the requirement of computing ecosystem. The end-
user would rather use their personal mobile devices than personal computers for either entertainment
or work. However, the mobile device is still considered as the resource-constraint device in terms
of energy, storage, processing power, and especially for security. To fulfill the requirement of
security, there are many useful tools, antivirus application, and cryptography techniques in use.
However, they require a trusted computing platform to run. Trusted Computing Group (TCG) with
its TPM provides a standard that enables authentication, authorization, encryption and integrity
to be achieved on a variety of computing platforms. As we discussed earlier, remote attestation
is one of the important functionalities provided by TPM, namely Binary Attestation (BA). Many
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authors have used the advantage of BA to prove the trustworthiness of their research objects such
as platforms, applications, and agents [20, 21, 22]. In other hand, some researchers argue that
this attestation mechanism has its own shortcomings, such as privacy, flexibility and scalability
[11, 12, 14, 23]. For this reason, the literature [14, 24, 25] proposed Property-Based Attestation
(PBA) which is established on Binary Attestation. This mechanism attests not only binary values
but also security properties, functions or behavior of systems to overcome the limitation of BA.
Based on this notation, Xin et al. [26] proposed a model of PBA oriented to cloud computing that
enables users to attest the security property of cloud service platform before exchanging data or
performing tasks to the cloud. Another approach is to combine the certificate of Attestation Identity
Key of TPM, which is delivered by Privacy Certificate Authorization and Secure Socket Layer
certificate to form Platform Property Certificate as presented in [25]. To consider the problems of
trust in cloud monitoring system, Awad et al. [27] introduced a trusted framework to establish a
chain of trust for the clients in the cloud environment by relying on PBA. In addition, to improve
the flexibility, Liu et al. [28] with their model, CORA, allow the cloud tenants not only choose the
node in cloud that matches to their own security requirements but also verify the trustworthiness of
this node dynamically.

To improve the security model for virtual machines and services in the cloud, Vijay et al. [29]
brought in a new trust model to detect and prevent security attacks in cloud environment by using
PBA. In their model, the authors considered the basic communication properties between the tenant
virtual machine and the cloud user as the security properties for attesting, such as the source address,
the traffic and the state validation of the tenant virtual machine. Excepting the method accounts for
the security properties, this work has some similar points with ours as it will be discussed in high
level in the Section 8 where we come up with the fact that Virtual Machines is everywhere term for
discussion.

In the mobile computing context, although without the existence of hardware root of trust,
Mohammad et al. [30] implemented BA for Android platform. By emulating the TPM as a part
of the kernel, the authors created a root-of-trust to establish the chain-of-trust from this root-of-trust
to the Dalvik virtual machine, and then to the entire entities within the virtual machine. Similarly, the
authors in [31] investigated the practicable of remote attestation for low cost embedded computing
devices without trusted hardware. To support secure remote attestation, they claimed that only the
essential and sufficient properties for a low cost device were identified and mapped into a minimal
collection of system component. Meanwhile, Kostiainen et al. [32] applied PBA for the in-vehicle
communication system enabling mobile devices to exchange data to car head units. The authors
presented a new model of property-based attestation that bootstraps from existing mobile application
certification infrastructure. In which, they omitted a trusted party which is responsible for translation
between software measurement and properties.

All in all, the pros and cons of most existed approaches in remote attestation are summarized
in [13]. Most of them have pointed out the existing drawbacks of current remote attestation
mechanisms. Regarding to application attestation, the deficiencies of BA have been shown clearly in
many discussed above researches. However, in term of property-based attestation, the questions that
what useful properties need to be attested; and how to generate them automatically have not been
answered sufficiently by the above mentioned works. This is the major difference of our work in
comparison with others. In our work, we consider everything is property i.e. functions, attributions,
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re-computed nonce, etc. We propose to use a token with random properties to authenticate mutually
the mobile user and the involved parties. While not mentioning clearly about the token based
authentication [31], we define in detail the token content and how it works. Due to the revocation
and the update of property that happen highly in nature, the approach without trusted third party
[33] may increase the complexity of the system when the verifier is not aware of revoked properties
in real time [34]. To overcome this, we introduce the random properties list which is generated
by the application service automatically, regardless the update or backup. Its integrity is ensured
and verified by a reserved PCR and an active TTP respectively. Last but not least, since TCG
has introduced the second generation of TPM [35], TPM 2.0, with more functionalities to support
mobile devices in 2014, this makes the existence of hardware root of trust in mobile devices to be
more popular. We also take this opportunity for the feasibility of our research.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

By considering the token with random property, our work not only lessens the remaining demerit
of remote attestation mechanisms but also adapts to the context-aware. Depending on the context,
attestation mechanism has its own advantages and disadvantages. The paper describes the novel
attestation schema based on the existing attestation mechanisms. In order to prove the correctness,
we have verified the proposed protocol under Scyther and analysed it with the security proofs. In
this paper, our work enables the involved parties, i.e. the enterprise and the trusted third party,
to transparently deploy and manage digital tokens for mobile devices not only to accomplish
authentication but also grant secure access to enterprise networks.

This work is the foundation for the next steps where we consider the term of Virtual Machines is
everywhere, since Berger et al. [36] designed a virtual TPM (vTPM) architecture enabling physical
TPM to be served by multi virtual environments on the trusted platform and the approach in [37]
allowing to implement property-based sealing and attestation in vTPM. Our future work is to adapt
this PTA protocol to secure another mobile cloud computing model based on the Cloudlet notion.
In that work, we aim to make our solution more adaptive and context-aware by relying on the
reputation of the Cloudlets.
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